New South Wales & ACT

1828 census of New South Wales / ed. by Keith Johnson & Malcolm Sainty.
This is the last Australian census with informative personal information as the
Commonwealth government’s policy is to destroy this personal information contained
in the data collected. This CD has twelve searchable fields as well as extra material
not in the printed version which the State Library also holds.
Computer: 2 & 4 (2 copies)
Box: 25
QCFS 929.394 2001

1828 Census of New South Wales (revised edition with data from Household Returns extant)
/ edited by Malcolm Sainty & Keith Johnson.
Over a quarter of the original household returns survived but were not incorporated in the previous
edition. Many errors made by the Colonial Secretary’s clerks are also corrected. This census splits
up information about farms and provides detail on stock. This is the last surviving NSW census
with personal information on named individuals.
Computer: 2
Box: 3
QCFS 304.609944 2008

AGCI volume 2 : Australasian genealogical computer index volume 2: NSW government
gazettes 1832-1863
Volume 2 of AGCI contains an index to over 830,000 names mentioned in a variety of notice
published in the New South Wales Government Gazette between 1832 and 1863. These notices
include convicts, ship and military deserters, land transactions, unclaimed letters, government
appointments and bankruptcies. The State Library of Queensland holds the New South Wales on
microfilm and/or the original books.
Computer: 4
Box: 25
QCFS 929.394 2004

A.I.G.S. cemetery transcriptions
This CD-ROM is an index to headstone inscriptions from 258 cemeteries, mostly Victorian. It is
searchable by surname or place. It does not include Western Australia, Northern Territory or
Queensland.
Computer: 2
Box: 30
QCFS 929.9 2002

Aldine centennial history of New South Wales 1888 / [W. Morrison]
This CD-ROM holds digital images of the original book. Published in 1888, William Frederic
Morrison produced the two volume set as a comprehensive of the history of New South Wales and
its prominent inhabitants. The first volume covers topics including the early explorers, geography,
aborigines, flora and fauna, governors of New South Wales as well as the Constitution. Volume
two has another four chapters which complete the history section. The fascinating part of this set of
books (apart from the hundreds of superb illustrations throughout), is the large biographical section
which consists of nearly half of the whole set. This work has several editions and this CD-ROM
contains all 'accessible' volumes.
Computer: 4
Box: 36
QCFS 994.4 2007

Anna Bay Lawn Cemetery : headstone inscriptions and photographs
This CD-ROM includes photos and a transcript for each burial and cremation in Anna Bay Lawn
Cemetery. It also includes an alphabetical index of burials.
Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099442 2010
**Armidale, 1863-1938**
This CD-ROM contains digitised images of the original publication. Also known as 'Armidale 75th Anniversary of the Municipality', it celebrates an anniversary in the life of Armidale and goes back further than 1863, to the very first days of European settlement in the district. The story includes the earliest families of the region. It contains old photographs places around Armidale; the history of the region's newspapers, and a summary of all the major holdings; all mayors with their term of office; potted histories of all institutions including the churches, schools and colleges, hospitals, institutes and societies, including the Armidale Teachers College, the New England University, and the Chamber of Commerce.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 19  
**QCFS 919.444 2008**

**Australia’s fighting sons of the Empire (New South Wales and Queensland)**  
Originally published around 1920, this CD-ROM reproduction contains approximately 1800 biographies and photographs of New South Wales and Queensland soldiers who fought in the Great War. The photographs are of good quality. Information was supplied by family members. Previous to this electronic publication copying of photographs was not allowed.

**Computer:** 4 (Desktop folder – WW1)  
**Box:** 34  
**QCFS 940.40994 2007**

**Australian state directories c1904 compendium (Wise)**  
This compendium includes: *New South Wales Post Office Directory 1904*, Queensland Post Office Directory 1903, South Australia Post Office Directory 1903, Tasmania Post Office Directory 1904, Victorian Post Office Directory 1904, and Western Australia Post Office Directory 1905. The Wise’s Post Office Directories are divided into three main sections: Towns, Alphabetical and Trades and Professions. These three classifications enable the enquirer to see at a glance the Householders or Traders in any one Town; the Business and Address of any resident in the State; and the Firms engaged in any trade or profession.

**Computer:** 4  
**Drawer 4**  
**QCFS 919.4025 2007**

**Bailliere’s New South Wales gazetteer and road guide (1870)**

SEE

**Australian Bailliere’s gazetteer set (under Australia)**

**Bathurst & Kelso NSW : burials, cremations & headstones, 1817-2003**  
There are over 20 000 entries on this CD-ROM. They were transcribed between 1991 and 2003 from headstones and other records by a dedicated team of members from Family History Group Bathurst. It is user friendly and includes a map.

**Computer:** 3  
**Drawer 4**  
**QCFS 929.509445 2005**

**Bathurst pioneers : a register of pioneer families of Bathurst NSW**  
This CD-ROM includes entries for 5 239 pioneers. Some of these (about 200) are alternate spellings which point to another entry. Overall, there are more than 31 750 named people in the Pioneer Register. There were more than 750 contributors and it includes specially prepared maps, which include some place names that are no longer used and an index of place names to help you find them.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 30  
**QCFS 929.399445 2007**
**Berry General Cemetery. : Volume 2 circa 1865**

Title on CD-ROM: *Berry Cemetery Obitis, Books 1-3*

It contains the following three books: Book 1 - Obituaries for all Anglican portions; Book 2 - Obituaries for Roman Catholic and Presbyterian portions; and Book 3 - Obituaries for Methodists/Uniting, wall of memories, independent, Harley Hill, known and possible burials.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2006**

**Bounty immigration New South Wales : 1828 to 1842**

It contains nearly 60,000 records of immigrants arriving in New South Wales from 1828 to 1842.

**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS 929.3944 2002**

**Brady’s Gully Park Pioneer Cemetery, Gosford : Digital Images and Memorial Inscriptions**

It contains transcriptions of the memorial inscriptions and digital images.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 33  
**QCFS 929.5099442 2008**

**Bulli General Cemetery transcriptions and burials**

This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and register listings.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 33  
**QCFS 929.5099446 2010**

**Camden pioneer register 1800-1920 / [indexed by Christine Robinson & Brian Burnett]**

The CD-ROM contains information on pioneers of the area and their descendants. Originally published in book format and information has been obtained by submission.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 29  
**QCFS 929.39446 2004**

**Campbelltown pioneer register 1800-1900 / compiled by Campbelltown & District Family History Society**

It contains information on pioneers of the area and their descendants. Originally published in book format and information has been obtained by submission.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 29  
**QCFS 929.39446 2005**

**Canowindra General Cemetery and All Saints Anglican Church and Memorials**

This CD-ROM “is a compilation of monumental inscriptions from graves in the cemetery and churchyard... Some unmarked graves are also recorded. The CD contains a list of names extracted from the burial register of All Saints Anglican Church, 1911-1950, together with a comprehensive index of names and plot maps of the cemetery and grave plots within each section.” – Inside cover.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2002**
**The Carroll index** / by Dianne Carroll

The Carroll index consists of three indexes, each on a separate disc. Disc 1 is Index 1 (v. 1) Over 60,000 references to over 60 resources to the Alpine and Sub-Alpine Region of Victoria and NSW. Disc 2 is Index 2 (v. 2) Over 40,000 references to over 78 Cemeteries to the Alpine and Sub-Alpine Region of Victoria and NSW. Disc 3 is Index 3 (v. 3) Index to articles in Newspapers of the North East of Victoria with over 5,000 references to over 20,000 people.

**Cemeteries of Gresford & the surrounding districts**

This CD-ROM includes the following cemeteries: Sacred Heart Church & Cemetery, Summer Hill; St. Helen's, East Gresford; St. Anne's, Gresford; St. John's, Lostock; St. John's, Vacy; Jupp's Cemetery, East Gresford; Reedy Creek Anglican Cemetery; Tea Tree Cemetery, Miranni; Catholic Cemetery, Mt. Rivers; and isolated graves plus a map of Gresford & District with cemeteries.

**Coffs Harbour & District : deaths, burials, cremations** / Coffs Harbour District Family History Society.

The information on this CD-ROM was compiled from various sources including cemetery transcriptions, undertakers’ records, church records, council records, registry records and newspapers as well as information supplied by individuals from their family records, over the period 1988 to 2003. The dates range from 1870 to 2003.

**Convicts & employers (NSW) index : 1828, 1832-1833, Jan 1838-Jan 1844** / compiled by Aileen Trinder & Pat Stemp

"This index of 22,574 records has been compiled primarily from lists published in the NSW Government Gazettes of 1832-1833 of assignments (male and female), absconders, absconders apprehended, and a small list of those with their Ticket of Leave cancelled. Also included are convict records from States Records NSW of assignments to assist in harvesting and surveying. The records have been cross-indexed by employer (when given). The index lists the name, age (where noted), occupation, whether convict or employer, native place (where noted), date of record, type of record (i.e. assignments, absconders etc), location, reference ship and a remarks column ..."-- Container.

**Convicts to NSW 1788-1812**

This is a complete listing of the convicts sentenced to transportation to New South Wales between 1788 and 1812, including those who were put ashore at Van Diemen’s Land and Port Phillip, and those who, for various reasons, were eventually not transported. The index is searchable by convict’s name, crime, former occupation, place of trial, and ship.

**Computer:** 4
**Box:** 30
**QCFS 929.39455 2002**
**Cox and Co.'s Sydney post office directory 1857**
This digitized reproduction of this 1857 Sydney directory contains several directories including a Sydney street directory, an alphabetical directory, a trades directory plus a government and official directory. It also includes a complete compendium of the postal arrangements throughout the colony of the time. It is fully text searchable.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 19  
**QCFS 919.4410025 2004**

**Cyclopedia of New South Wales 1907**

SEE

**Australian Cyclopedias Compendium (under Australia)**

**Deane index re-indexed 1823-1840 : settlers, military, convicts etc.**
Miss Deane compiled the original index in the 1930s in relation to miscellaneous letters by or about settlers, military and individuals in the Colonial Office series of records including (in the early portion), both New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land. This CD is a composite index of all names noting whether the person listed was the writer or subject of the letter and cross-referencing both letter writer and subject. This index contains 16,189 records.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS 929.3944 2005**

**Dern index New South Wales / transcribed by David & Julie Dern**
This CD-ROM contains monumental inscriptions and some burials from 319 New South Wales country cemeteries.

**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2005**

**Drummoyne-Concord : history set**
This CD-ROM contains digitized images of the original book. “These publications commemorate centenaries of local government in Drummoyne and Concord Municipality in 1983. They contain a number of useful photographs and maps of the area. Local and regional histories often include the names of community leaders such as business people, local government officers and elected members. This particular publication names; early settlers in the district; mayors, aldermen and town clerks” -- Cover. Includes index.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 37  
**QCFS 994.41 2008**

**Earliest pubs in CBD and outer Sydney 1788 to 1848 : index to sources & listed by name of publican & pub**
Contains names of pubs and publicans (and brewers) of the earliest days of the settlement of New South Wales in the County of Cumberland. It lists the names of the first publicans and the names of the pubs in the central business district (CBD) and outer suburbs of Sydney from 1788 to 1848, by showing them listed with reliable sources.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS 929.39441 2009**
Early Australian electoral rolls - Volume 1
Contains: New South Wales 1903 -- Tasmania 1903 -- Western Australia 1901
The data acts as a census substitute for the States covered with the advantage of providing a direct name search rather than a search of each electorate.

Computer: 4
Drawer 4
QCFS 324.640994 2003

Early cemeteries of Central Illawarra
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions for the following cemeteries: Berkeley Pioneer, Kembla Grange, Mt Kemble Anglican, St Luke's Anglican - Brownsville, West Dapto Catholic and Windy Gully. The transcriptions are available in alphabetical order and in site order.

Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099446 2010

Early days of Windsor
This CD-ROM contains high quality scanned images of the original publication. It was first published as a series of articles in the 'Windsor and Richmond Gazette' between August 1914 and February 1915, this book provides a detailed history of the town of Windsor and the Hawkesbury area on the Hawkesbury River, New South Wales. The book covers Windsor's history from exploration starting in 1788 and the first settlers in 1794 through to 'the present' (1915).

Computer: 3
Box: 37
QCFS 994.41 2007

Employment & dispersal lists, assisted passengers arriving 1848-1854 : Arrivals at Moreton Bay, Port Phillip, Sydney & Twofold Bay
These lists have been extracted from the NSW Governor's Despatches with the exception of the general and disposal list of the female immigrants on the *Culloden which is from the NSW Colonial Secretary's In-Letters. Details include name, age and occupation, also births and deaths with dates for each and in most cases, the cause of deaths. The fields are: Surname, ForeName; Age; Occ[upation]; Ship; St[atus]; Dep[arture] Port; Arr[ival] Port; Ref[erence]; Remarks; NSW GD; Ship Report; Addl Docs [Additional Documents]. Fully searchable by most fields including Surname and ForeName, Ship, Arrival Port, Reference, Remarks and many others; or a combination of any of these; and also by Record Number OR Full Search which searches many fields in one search.

Computer: 3
Box: 25
QCFS 929.394 2015

First title holders of land in the counties of Cumberland and Northumberland (NSW)
Alphabetical list of first title landholders compiled from parish maps. Searchable by surname, area, date and land grant reference numbers.

Computer: 2
Box: 4
QCFS 333.309944 1997

First title holders of land in the counties of Cumberland and Northumberland (NSW)
Alphabetical list of first title landholders compiled from parish maps. Searchable by surname, area, date and land grant reference numbers.

Computer: 2
Box: 6
QCFS 333.3099441 1997
The first title holders of land in the Counties of Camden, Cook, Hunter, Durham, Gloucester / by Geoff Cannon
This CD-ROM contains alphabetical lists of surnames of first title holders in each parish, town, village or suburb; leaseholders at time map printed; dated grants of land in each parish; any portion of land with a Register Number (all cross-referenced for sourcing by surname, area, date and grant reference numbers), and private towns listed in parish. It also contains two supplementary lists covering other first landholders (financial institutions) and public facilities prior to 1900.

Computer: 2
Box: 6
QCFS 333.309944 2004

Free passengers to New South Wales 1826-1837: Passengers, Crew and Military
This CD-ROM contains nearly 36,000 names of passengers, military and crew on passenger ships, whalers and trading vessels from 1826 to 1837. It also includes those who arrived on convict transports (but not convicts). It is fully searchable on a number of fields including name, year of arrival, occupation, regiment, nationality, religion, ship and more with a variety of printable reports. It provides a full transcription of all the details from 19 different primary sources held by State Records of NSW, and the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW.

Computer: 2
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2009

Free railway passes (NSW) index 1880-1892 [compiled by Aileen Trinder & Pat Fearnley].
This index of 23,899 entries has been compiled from surviving registers of applications for free Railway Passes. These passes were generally issued to those immigrants to the Colony (the ‘Colony’ being New South Wales) seeking employment in the country outer metropolitan areas; however, there were also many applications by and passes issued for men, women and children for charitable reasons. Most entries note the native place of the applicant, age, whether married or single and how long in the Colony. There is much other detail supplied with the majority of the records, such as the ship of arrival and where the applicant was last so you can get records noting the native place as England and that the applicant was last in. Most of the records for the married men give the number of children and where the wife and children were.

Computer: 4
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2005

Gosford burial index 1810-2005: a consolidated index of all burials recorded in the Gosford area
This CD-ROM includes the following information: Surname, Given Name, date of burial or death, burial location, whether marked or unmarked grave.

Computer: 2
Box: 32
QCFS 929.509944 2008

Government gazette: New South Wales
This CD-ROM is a high quality scanned image of the original book. It contains an immense amount of historical and genealogical information about people and localities of the time. The whole text of the 2 volume, 3101 page volume set is searchable for any word in the text such as names and places.

Years: 1865
Computer: 4
Box: 6
QCFS 328.944 2004
Government Gazette index New South Wales : 1832-1842
This CD-ROM contains high quality scanned images of the whole of the original book. This index is a compilation of the indexes for the years 1832-1842, and contains a total of 369 pages. These indexes are sorted alphabetically by name and topic.
Computer: 4
Box: 19
QCFS 919.44 2008

Hall's country directory and gazetteer of New South Wales 1899-1900
This directory is divided into four sections; country towns, alphabetical list, pastoral directory and gazetteer. The Country Towns section presents information on trades, business and professions by town name. The Alphabetical List offers business and professional people by name. The Pastoral Directory provides a list of owners, name of run, number of stock and postal district. The Gazetteer includes rail, boat, mail and general business information along with two maps.
Computer: 4
Box: 19
QCFS 919.440025 2005

The Hawkesbury and Shoalhaven calendar, directory, guide and historical record
This CD-ROM contains digitized images of the original book. It includes a large variety of general and household information, including a calendar, cultural and cookery guide, directory, historical record and useful household compendium. It also includes many photos and sketches. It also contains a detailed account of the area and its history including information on the districts growth and development, events, churches, schools, agriculture and culture. Biographical notes on several prominent people are also included. The directory gives a list of people in certain roles in the community.
Computer: 2
Box: 37
QCFS 994.47 2007

Historical records of New South Wales volumes 1-7
The set of seven volumes covering the period 1782 to 1811 tell the story of exploration, convicts, the administrators, the military, and others associated with the colony of New South Wales during the early days. The extensive collection of journals, logs, personal and official letters, the dispatches, State papers, maps and illustrations provide an interesting insight into all facets of the colony.
Computer: 2
Box: 36
QCFS 994.402 HIS

Illawarra Mercury [newspaper] indexes
These indexes of the Illawarra Mercury index the birth, death and marriage notices and other classifieds.
Years: 1856-1900 and 1901-1930
Computer: 3
Box: 29
QCFS 929.39446 2010
Immigration deposit indexes
This CD-ROM holds two indexes. Both indexes have separate lists for both depositors and immigrants. The index is the “Immigration deposit journals [NSW] index 1853-1900”, which contains 67199 records in holding details such as location, parish, town land or address in the county of origin, ship etc. The second is the “Immigration deposit regulations supplementary index 1856-1857” that contains 4297 records compiled from Embarkation Orders and Shipping Lists of arrivals between November 1856 and February 1858 with the actual lists for the period 1856-57 covering the period when only the Depositors’ Journal survived.

Computer: 2
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2005

Index to colonial convict movements 1827-1853 / indexed by volunteers of the Descendants of Convicts' Group Inc.
It is a name index to the movements of 10,000 convicts in the colony of New South Wales (including Moreton Bay and Van Diemens Land) from 1827 to 1853. The index covers both transported convicts and criminals convicted in the colony. Entries may include name, name of ship, where transferred from, where transferred to and a reference to an SR microfilm reel. These reels are held at the State Library of Queensland.

Computer: 3
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2003

Index to convicts who arrived in NSW 1788-1842 and an index to the ships that transported them / compiled by the Genealogical Society of Victoria
It is an index to convicts who arrived in NSW (and some in Van Diemens Land) between 1788 and 1842 and to the ships that transported them. It gives the convict's name or alias, arrival date, ship name, fiche no., page no., film no., and shelf number. The 'ships index' gives the name of the ship, arrival date, fiche no., page no., film no., and shelf number. It is also available at the State library on microfiche.

Computer: 3
Box: 26
QCFS 929.3944 2000

Index to itineraries and returns of the Commissioners of Crown Lands 1837-1849, and itineraries of Foster Fyans returns of population and livestock 1844-1846
The information recorded on the CD-ROM includes: name of each station visited; licensees; superintendents; number of residents; nature of buildings on each station; number of acres in cultivation; and stock (cattle, horses and sheep). The itineraries provide a monthly record of the activities of the Commissioner. The half-yearly returns of population and livestock show names of station, owner and superintendent; extent and area of run; how watered; number of free and bonded persons on run; number of horses, cows and sheep ; and amount of assessment. These indexes cover Port Phillip and Brisbane which were still part of NSW at this time. They are in excel format. The indexes are names of the licensees to the land and also the person superintending the land. The index includes reference numbers that lead to the original itinerary that will give you further information as above.

Computer: 2
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2008

Index to the Charles Kinsela Funeral Director Registers 1905-1982
Catalogue title: Charles Kinsela & Sons Funeral Directors burial index 1905-1982
The database can be searched under surname, given name, date into Parlor, place of death or late residence, age, burial location and grave location.

Computer: 4
Box: 32
QCFS 929.509944 2006
Inverell Cemetery, Church of England burials and transcriptions 1999
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and burial register, published by Inverell District Family History Group in 1999 as a book. Also included is a cemetery plan.
Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099444 2007

Inverell cemetery new general section burials and transcriptions 1968-2000: includes Inverell Cemetery Columbarium and Thorley & Sons Crematorium
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and burial register, originally published in book format in 2001. It also includes a cemetery plan.
Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099444 2007

Inverell Cemetery non-conformist & independent sections: burials and transcriptions 1862-1998
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and burial register, published by Inverell District Family History Group in 2002 as a book. Also included is a cemetery plan.
Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099444 2007

Inverell Cemetery, Roman Catholic Burials and transcriptions 1867-1988
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and burial register, originally published in book format in 1998. It also includes a cemetery plan.
Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099444 2007

Jewish cemeteries of Australia: Old Jewish section Rockwood, in use 1867-1906, tombstones 1837-1984 / [project co-ordinator, Kim Phillips]
This CD-ROM covers the period 1867 to 1905, with 106 pre 1867 burials relocated from Devonshire St. Cemetery to Rookwood in 1901; 1100 graves with headstones; 600 burials without headstones that have been identified and their position located (the earliest burials is 1 June 1837). Some burials later than 1905 are also included. The database contains: a compilation of images; Rookwood Cemetery maps; transcriptions of the English; transcriptions of the Hebrew; references to the death certificate registration number; plus death notices from newspapers, details from the burial registers, and relocation details, where available.
Computer: 2
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099441 2004

Kiama district landholders police survey – 1885
This CD-ROM contains two files: Transcriptions of the landholders police survey sorted by surname; and Transcriptions unsorted.
Computer: 4
Box: 29
QCFS 929.39446 2010

Lisarow, St John’s Anglican Cemetery
This CD-ROM contains monumental inscriptions and headstone photographs.
Computer: 4
Box: 32
QCFS 929.509944 1999
**Low's Directory of the city and district of Sydney for MDCCCXLVII**  
**CD-ROM title: Sydney Directory 1847 (Low)**  
This CD-ROM contains high quality digital images of the original book. It is divided into various sections. The first two sections are City of Sydney Directory and District of Sydney Directory, which alphabetically list residents by surname, along with occupation and address. It is also includes sections on Classifications of Trade, Colony of NSW, Chronology of Remarkable Events and Adverts.  
**Computer: 4**  
**Box: 19**  
**QCFS 919.4410025**

**Macquarie Park cemetery transcriptions / compiled by the Society of Australian Genealogists**  
It was formerly known as Northern Suburbs Cemetery. It contains transcriptions of 75,000 headstones and plaques (sometimes supplementing headstone information with information acquired from burial records). It is searchable by surname, forename, inscription or year of burial. Each entry displays the complete transcription and grave location.  
**Computer: 3**  
**Box: 30**  
**QCFS 929.4099441 2003**

**Maitland district cemeteries Vol 1.**  
This CD-ROM contains headstone inscriptions and maps for the following cemeteries: Bishops Bridge General, East Maitland (Anglican, Methodist, other denominations and Presbyterian), Glebe St Peters Old Burial Ground, Hiland Crescent, Lochinvar (Anglican and Oswald Methodist, Mairtland Jewish), Oakhampton and Rutherford (Methodist), plus Maitland district columbariums.  
**Computer: 4**  
**Box: 32**  
**QCFS 929.509944 2004-**

**Manning River Times newspaper index : 1898-1907**  
This CD-ROM index to births, deaths marriages, inquests, obituaries, probates etc., contains over 6000 entries encompassing the ten year period from 1898 to 1907, detailing references to Anniversaries, Benefits, Births, Deaths, Estates, Funerals, Headstones, Inquests, In Memoriam, Legal, Marriages, Memorial Services, Obituaries, Poems, Probates and Return Thanks.  
**Computer: 3**  
**Box: 29**  
**QCFS 929.39442 2003**

**Memorials in stone**  
This CD contains information of 40 cemeteries in New South Wales. It includes 'Vols. 1, 2 & 3 of Pioneers, settlers & families of NSW. These contain information on approximately 3500 families. Details include: date of arrival & ship if known, convict, date of birth, death & marriages, where the event took place and where buried and parents of the husband & wife and children's spouses.' -- Preface.  
**Computer: 2**  
**Box: 32**  
**QCFS 929.509944 200-**

**Molong General Cemetery**  
“This CD-ROM was created from the original printed book, which was published in 2003. This work was donated to the Central Coast Family History Society Inc by Jim and Doreen Jones…” – Inside cover. It contains the Molong General Cemetery, monuments and lone graves, as well as Ameroo and Boomey Creek cemeteries.  
**Computer: 4**  
**Box: 32**  
**QCFS 929.509944 2008**
Monumental inscriptions of Goulburn, New South Wales
It contains 8000 headstone transcription from Goulburn General Cemetery, Old General Cemetery, Mortis Street, St. Saviour’s, Jewish Burial Ground, St. Patrick’s Roman Catholic Cemetery, Kenmore and Towrang Burial Ground. This CD-ROM is keyword searchable.

Moore’s almanac and New South Wales country directory 1925
This CD-ROM is a digital reproduction of the original book. It is divided into two sections- an Australian Almanac and a NSW directory for 1925 and contains invaluable information on places and people, throughout New South Wales. Also included is a large colour map of NSW towns, rail and coach lines and other transport options.

Murwillumbah General Cemetery transcriptions & images
This CD-ROM includes full indexes of names of deceased (PDF files), full transcriptions of memorial inscriptions (PDF file) and over 1700 photographs of headstones.

Nelson Bay Cemetery, Carumbah Bushland Memorial Gardens & columbarium
"Photographs and transcriptions of all headstones and plaques at Nelson Bay Cemetery, Carumbah Memorial Gardens and Columbarium"–Provided by publisher.

Newcastle Morning Herald & Miners’ Advocate court reports 1879-1898 / Newcastle Family History Society Inc.
This CD-ROM contains court reports from some issues of the Newcastle Morning Herald published between 1879 and 1898. A total of 1,509 pages of Court Reports have been scanned and reproduced on this CD-ROM. In addition, the pages have been indexed by surname, resulting in a list which contains more than 54,000 names.
New South Wales & ACT

New South Wales calendar and post office directory 1833
This CD-ROM contains high quality scanned images from the original book. This directory is an important record, because few records survive that cover such an early period of history, making it hard to find information particularly on the early emigrants. It includes a 'Sketch of the Colony', followed by a calendar for 1833, and directions if sailing or travelling by road. The itinerary of roads lists all features (houses, mills, gates, bridges, stations, bush etc), as well as anecdotal information on some of the individuals. 'Rules and Regulations' relate to everything from land assigned to convicts; from county boundaries to discharged soldiers; ports and quarantine are all covered. The Post Office Directory section covers about 100 pages, listing people alphabetically by surname, occupation and often both home and work address. It covers Sydney, suburbs and country regions.

Computer: 4
Box: 19
QCFS 919.440025 2008

New South Wales Commonwealth electoral roll 1935
This CD-ROM covers 19 of the 29 Commonwealth divisions of New South Wales in 1935, being Barton, Cook, Cowper, Dalley, Darling, East Sydney, Hume, Lang, Parkes, Parramatta, Reid, Richmond, Riverina, Robertson, Warringah, Watson, Wentworth, Werriwa and West Sydney. It includes the following details for each elector: Number in the roll; Name in full; place of living; occupation; sex; plus Commonwealth division, State electoral district and subdivision.

Computer: 3
Box: 5
QCFS 324.6409944 2011

New South Wales Commonwealth Electoral Roll 1939
This CD-ROM covers the rolls for Barton, Cook, Cowper, Dalley, Darling, East Sydney, Hume, Lang, Martin, Parkes, Reid, Richmond, Riverina, Warringah, Wentworth, Werriwa and West Sydney in 1939. It contains the following details of each elector: Number in the roll; Name in full; place of living; occupation; sex; as well as Commonwealth division, State electoral district and subdivision.

Computer: 3
Box: 5
QCFS 324.6409944 2012

New South Wales federation index 1889-1918
The database covers all birth, death and marriage records in NSW between 1889 and 1918.

Computer: 1
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 1994

New South Wales Government Gazette index 1832-1863

SEE

AGCI volume 2 : Australasian genealogical computer index volume 2: NSW government gazettes 1832-1863
New South Wales & ACT

**NSW immigration deposits combined index 1853-1900 [CD-ROM]**
The data on the CD was originally extracted and compiled by Aileen Trinder and Pat Fearnley of PASTKEYS (hereinafter referred to as 'Pastkeys') from copyright records held by State Records New South Wales. This revised and expanded version based on the two original indexes has been compiled solely by Aileen Trinder. The records in this index include Immigration; NRS 5264, Immigration Deposit Journals, 1853-1900 [4/4576 to 4/4598, microfilm copy SRNSW Reel Nos. 2668A to 2675] and the supplementary records of Embarkation Orders and Shipping Lists in Immigration; NRS 5269, Persons Proceeding to the Colony under Remittance Regulations, Oct 1856-Feb 1858 [with Ships Arriving Nov 1856 to Feb 1858] - part of 1 box (Ref: 9/6182.1 1 bundle) -- Licence agreement.

**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS:** 929.3944 2012

**New South Wales pioneers index 1788-1888**
The database covers all birth, death and marriage records between 1788 and 1888 and includes records kept by local churches before the Government assumed responsibility for recording these events in 1856.

**Computer:** 1  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS:** 929.3944 1994

**New South Wales post office directory 1904**
This CD-ROM is a high quality scanned image of the original book. The original volume was over 1800 pages. It is divided into several sections such as Sydney and Suburbs, and NSW Country. There are separate directories for different areas such as law, medical and education, which make the work comprehensive and complete. The whole 1829 page directory, including most text in the ads, is searchable.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 19  
**QCFS:** 919.44025 2003

**New South Wales state electoral roll 1913**
This compendium contains two CD-ROMs of high quality scanned images of the original rolls. It contains the state electoral rolls for all New South Wales districts for 1913, almost 17,000 pages, 16 volumes in all. Apart from the main roll some districts also have supplemental rolls. You will find the details of almost 1 million voters who resided in New South Wales at this time who were entitled (and registered) to vote, including the names of many women qualified to vote. It organised alphabetically by district then polling place and finally by surname within polling place. It includes information such as number on roll; surname of each voter, first names of each voter at full length, sex, residence, occupation, State District and Polling-place.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 5  
**QCFS:** 324.6409944 2010

**New South Wales telephone directories Sydney : 1934 - 1936 & 1939**
This CD-ROM contains digital images of the original books. These four New South Wales Telephone Directories include the city and surrounding suburb exchanges of Sydney including: the City North, the City South, Ashfield, Castle Hill, Liverpool, Manly, Sutherland and many more. Also included is a Pink Pages section which is a classified business and professional section of the Telephone Directory. It contains a list of telephone subscribers and their respective professions or trades.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 12  
**QCFS:** 384.6025944 2008
New South Wales & ACT

New South Wales weekly notes compendium 1884-1900 (court reports)
This CD-ROM contains high quality scanned images of the whole of each of the original books. It contains 17 years of Weekly notes from 1884 through to 1900 (digests or summaries of court cases), which were reported continuously in 'The New South Wales Weekly Notes' from 1884 to 1970 - then subsequently under a different title. Though a digest or summary, many cases are reported in considerable detail. You will find any case here that may have come before the courts. Some examples are: bankruptcy, violence, murder, probate and claims under wills or cases of intestacy, restraining injunctions, right of custody, divorce, criminal cases, assault, libel, a business or institution against an individual, and vice versa, and much more.

Computer: 2
Box: 7
QCFS 348.944043 2009

Newspaper notices of the Gosford Times: births, deaths, engagements, marriages, anniversaries, probates, memoriams & inquests.
The newspaper notices are divided into 2 CD-ROMs: Part 1 1897-1933; and Part 2 1934-1954. These CD-ROMs are “a comprehensive index of notices of births, engagements, marriages, anniversaries, deaths, in memorium, probate, inquests and other announcements published in the Gosford Times. The entries can be accessed from either a complete A-Z listing or from an alphabetical listing by Family Name. Each entry lists family and given names, the event and its location, a brief description of the notice, and a microfilm reference to the notice.” – Inside cover.

Computer: 2
Box: 1
QCFS 079.9442

Nowra General Cemetery
Available are 4 CD-ROMs that cover various sections of the Nowra General Cemetery. The CD-ROMs directly link to 4 volumes held in print form in the family history collection. The CD-ROMs hold digital headstone photographs but the ref. no from the relevant volume.

- Nowra General Cemetery, Photographs, Small Portions, Book 1
- Nowra General Cemetery, Book 2, Lawn
- Nowra General Cemetery, Book 3 Independent
- Nowra General Cemetery, Methodist Portion, Headstone photographs [Vol.4, Book 1]

Computer: 4
Box: 31
QCFS 929.50994 2008-

Old Dubbo Cemetery index 1863-1994
This CD-ROM contains an index to photographs of headstones and monuments in the Dubbo Old Cemetery, and is in Excel format.

Computer: 2
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099445 2009

Old register one to nine : the registers of assignments and other legal instruments
"This is a new Index to the nine old Registers created to record land transactions, and much more, in New South Wales between 1802 and 1824. The Index has been compiled from copies of the original nine Registers in the custody of the Registrar General and includes many previously unindexed entries. The "Old Register" was transferred from the Department of Lands to State Records NSW in 2008. They form the series NRS 5604, Register of Assignments and other Legal Instruments, 6 March 1802-15 May 1824." --Intro.

Computer: 3
Drawer 4
QCFS 346.944043 2008
**Orange and district illustrated**
This CD-ROM contains digitized images of the original book. It includes details of the pioneering of Orange, its early days, its culture and development, and its people as well as information on churches, schools, farming, events, and community interests and much more, all accompanied with photographs.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 37  
**QCFS 994.45 2007**

**Palmdale Lawn Cemetery & Memorial Gardens**
Compiled by the Wyong Family History Group in 2006, this CD-ROM transcribes some 30 000 memorials, some dating back to 1935, from the Palmdale Lawn Cemetery and Memorial Park. The database allows searches by surname, forename, year of birth and age.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2006**

**Pastkeys miscellaneous indexes : Unclaimed letters (noting ship or regiment) index 1836-1852, Unemployed registers 1860, 1884 index, and Wages paid to orphans index 1849-1851**
Unclaimed letters (noting ship or regiment) index 1836-1852 is an index of 2790 unclaimed letters listed in the New South Wales Government Gazette. In many cases, as well as the addressee, the published lists included the expected locations of these persons in NSW and other colonies. The Unemployed registers 1860, 1884 index contains 494 records and lists the name, age, occupation, marital status, date of interview, address, the State Records of NSW reference, ship of arrival, where given, and other additional information. The Wages paid to orphans index 1849-1851 has 612 entries comprised of Irish orphan girls, their employers and other relevant persons mentioned in the records and notes their status, event date, the event itself, the location of the event if it was noted, the source reference, the ship name when given, and any additional information. The above indexes are also held by the State Library on microfiche.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS 929.3944 2005**

**Paterson general cemetery**
This CD-ROM contains headstone and columbarium inscriptions with reference to Anglicans records in the Parish of Paterson.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2001**

**Picton & District Specialist Indexes / compiled by Liz Vincent**
This CD- ROM is divided up into 2 indexes: Court Records index and Catholic Records index. The Court records index includes: Cawdor Bench books 1825-1828; Entrance book to the Picton lock-up 1845-1861; and Picton Bench books 1829-1883. It contains surname, christian name/s, date, page, and details. The Catholic records index includes: Stray baptism, marriage and burial entries between 1840 & 1948; and Stray registers from Picton and districts. It provides access to 10 Catholic parish registers covering Appin, Picton, Burrarorang, Berrima mainly; with a small number of entries from outer areas such as Campbelltown, Sydney and Prospect. This index contains surname, christian name, date, and any other details available.

**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 28  
**QCFS 929.39442 2002**
**Point Clare general cemetery pictorial collection including unmarked graves**

[Disc 1] Baptist, Seventh Day Adventist, Methodist, Presbyterian and Roman Catholic sections --

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 33  
**QCFS 929.5099442 2007-2008**

**Point Frederick Pioneer Park Cemetery**

This CD-ROM contains a map of the original layout of the cemetery, an index of all names on headstones and bronze plaques, the site number included beside name, the headstone numbers showing current position and digital images.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 1999**

**Police gazette : New South Wales** (includes 5 year compendiums)

It is a digital reproduction of the New South Wales Police Gazette. A table of contents is included and the text is searchable. Police gazettes include court lists, lists of warrants issued, appointments and changes in the Police Service, lists of Justices of the Peace, lists of arrests and discharges and descriptions, escaped prisoners, and missing persons as well as notices of liquor, wine sellers, tobacco sellers, auctioneers and billiard licences. Notices from Police Gazettes from other states are also often included.

**Years:** 1890-1910  
**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 10  
**QCFS 364.9944 2006**

**Police gazette New South Wales 19th century set 1862-1900**

This set of CD-ROMs contains digital reproductions of all 19th century NSW Police Gazettes ever published. The information includes any changes within the police force that are listed (promotions, demotions, dismissals, deaths etc), as well as housebreak-ins, robberies, arson, murders, lost horses and cattle, deserters, escaped prisoners, inquest verdicts, missing friends, and reports on those released. Notices from interstate police gazettes are sometimes included. Very detailed descriptions are often given for wanted people. Many victims of crime are also mentioned.

**Computer:** 4  
**Drawer 4**  
**QCFS 364.9944 2007**

**Police Gazette: New South Wales 20th Century Set 1901-1938**

This set of CD-ROMs contains digital reproductions of all 20th century NSW Police Gazettes published up to 1938. The information includes any changes within the police force that are listed (promotions, demotions, dismissals, deaths etc), as well as housebreak-ins, robberies, arson, murders, lost horses and cattle, deserters, escaped prisoners, inquest verdicts, missing friends, and reports on those released. Notices from interstate police gazettes are sometimes included. Very detailed descriptions are often given for wanted people. Many victims of crime are also mentioned.

**Computer:** 4  
**Drawer 4**  
**QCFS 364.9944 2009**
**Police gazette: New South Wales compendium 1862-1865**
This CD-ROM compendium contains the first four years of New South Wales Police Gazettes. It contains digital reproductions of all four gazettes. They include court lists, lists of warrants issued, appointments and changes in the Police Service, lists of Justices of the Peace, lists of arrests and discharges (which include descriptions), escaped prisoners, and missing persons, as well as lists for liquor, wine sellers, tobacco sellers, auctioneers, billiard and poisons licences.

**Computer:** 4  
**Box:** 10  
**QCFS 364.9944 2007**

**Port Macquarie - Hastings NSW : a compendium of burials and cremations 1821-2001**
"Over 24 800 records; Date range 1821-2001 (some later records); All district Cemeteries or Places of Rest; 6 383 Surnames; 9 035 records with image references."--Information inside container.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 33  
**QCFS 929.5099442 2009**

**Port Macquarie index to Colonial Secretary’s Papers 1796-1825**
The Port Macquarie index has been prepared exclusively using information on the State Records NSW Index to the Colonial Secretary’s Papers, 1788-1825 and contains all entries found in the full index which relate to any person, object, place or activity, having a reference to Port Macquarie. The Port Macquarie index contains over 11,100 records for 2,600 different names, topics and related subjects.

**Computer:** 2  
**Box:** 1  
**QCFS 016.99442 2010**

**Port Stephens "Pilot" newspaper 16th July 1926 to 7th February 1930 : indexes of domestic and other notices**
This "CD contains indexes of Engagements, Marriages, Deaths, Funerals, Inquests, In Memoriums, Obituaries, Probates, Return Thanks, and Twenty First Birthdays. (No births listed in this newspaper)."--Provided by publisher.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 29  
**QCFS 929.39442 2006**

**Prisoners of Australia : a narrative**
This CD-ROM is a digitised version of the original book, written by a lady with the initials C.A., to the London Committee of the ‘British Ladies’ Prison Visiting Association’. C.A. was commissioned by Mrs [Elizabeth] Fry to investigate the state of the female prisoners at Parramatta. She was accompanied on those visits by Mr [Samuel] Marsden. Her journal reports are from a Christian perspective and full of rich, descriptive language. The author describes her experiences of what she saw and learnt of the condition of convict prisoners in the Colony of New South Wales around the period of 1836.

**Computer:** 3  
**Box:** 11  
**QCFS 365.60994 2008**
Prisoners on board the hulk Phoenix

*Convict Connections Group purchased 6 microfilm reels containing information about the Hulk 'Phoenix' from [State Records New South Wales] SRNSW. They are Reels 819, 820, 821, 822, 1261 and 2720 ... it is the intention of the Group to index these reels. The additional information on this microfilm relates to colonial offences/convictions ... the records are not always chronological, nor the numbers sequential ... The headings used in the index are not exactly the same as the headings appearing on the film ... A section of the microfilm appears to be a type of muster with the name, ship and date of entry given"--introduction. The State Library of Queensland holds [V. 1]: Index to Prisoners received, 20 August 1825 to 30 January 1837 (an index to SRNSW Reel 819) and [V. 2]: Index to Transportation entrance books, 18 January 1833 to 7 September 1848 (an index to SRNSW Reel 820)

Computer: 3
Box: 27
QCFS 929.3943 2008-

Pubs and publicans in the County of Cumberland NSW to 1850 / compiled by Ken Knight & Allan Rost for the Society of Australian Genealogists

This CD-ROM contains details of over 2500 pubs and publicans in the County of Cumberland, New South Wales, 1788-1850, covering from the Hawkesbury-Nepean River in the north, to the base of the Blue Mountains to the west and to Bulli in the south. It includes transcriptions of surviving licence butts held by New South Wales State Records, plus licence details from a range of other published and unpublished sources. Also includes biographical notes about around half of the publicans mentioned, often including details of arrival in Australia, as well as family details and any convict details. The CD is fully searchable by publican name, hotel name, location (including streets) and the year of the licence.

Computer: 3
Box: 13
QCFS 647.949441 2007


This CD-ROM is indexed alphabetically by surname and includes age/date of death, and whether buried or cremated.

Computer: 4
Box: 32
QCFS 929.509944 2003

Recorded deaths Coffs Harbour Shire, Orara Valley, and hinterlands

This CD-ROM contains records of cemeteries and graves (including photographs) in the Coffs Harbour and Orara River Region of New South Wales at: Coffs Harbour, Lawn Karangi, Coramba, Corindi, Bucca, Bellingen, Dorrigo, Urunga, Nana Glen, Glenreagh and Woolgoolga. It also includes World War 1 and World War 2 servicemen and women and many "recorded loved ones at other locations". This ongoing project is updated each year by Orara Valley Historical Society.

Computer: 4
Box: 29
QCFS 929.39443 2006

Registers of leases of auriferous lands NSW mining districts 1874-1953

This consolidated index was extracted and compiled by Kaye Vernon and Billie Jacobsen in conjunction with NSW State Records. The CD-ROM contains an index of leases of auriferous lands, (gold and other minerals) containing approximately 20,000 leases and 60,000 names covering all NSW mining districts. Districts include: Bathurst, Lachlan, Mudgee, New England, Clarence, Southern, Tumut, Adelong, Barrington, Peel, Uralla, Tambaroora, Turon, Cobar, Broken Hill, Grafton. The records in this index include SRNSW: CGS 10093 – CGS 10101, Kingswood [7/3112-7/3166] and [7/3179-7/3229].

Computer: 2
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2006
Rookwood cemetery transcriptions
Headstone inscriptions for over 235,000 names from Rookwood Cemetery in western Sydney. Searchable by name or year of death and also provides location of the grave.

**Computer**: 2  
**Box**: 33  
**QCFS 929.5099441 2002**

Runaways, robbers and incorrigible rogues: certificates of freedom records for Port Macquarie convicts: 13 December 1823 - 26 April 1827
This CD-ROM relates to convicts who were recorded as being transported to Port Macquarie in the Registers of Certificates of Freedom contained in State Records NSW, Series NRS 12208, Item 4/4423 on microfilm Reel 601 and Item 4/4424 on microfilm Reel 602.

**Computer**: 2  
**Box**: 37  
**QCFS 994.42 2010**

St Paul's Anglican Church & Cemetery headstone & Columbarium Inscriptions, Kincumber
“This CD-ROM replaces the original book published in 2004. Original transcriptions and photographs were carried out by Jim and Doreen Jones, Honorary Members of our Society.” – internal cover

**Computer**: 4  
**Box**: 32  
**QCFS 929.509944 2004**

Sand's Sydney and suburban directory, 1875
The 1875 edition contains street, alphabetical, trade and professional directories; together with a miscellaneous directory of useful information. It includes many pages of advertisements, which are fully searchable.

**Computer**: 4  
**Box**: 19  
**QCFS 919.4410025 2004**

Sand's Sydney and suburban directory, 1913
This edition’s full title includes “…comprising, amongst other information, street, alphabetical, trade and professional, country towns, country alphabetical, pastoral, educational, governmental, parliamentary, law and miscellaneous lists”. It includes several indexes to different sections as well as many pages of advertisements, which are fully searchable.

**Computer**: 4  
**Box**: 19  
**QCFS 919.4410025 2005**

Sydney Diocesan directory
"This set of Sydney Diocesan Sydney directories contains lists and details on all the Anglican clergy, cathedrals, committees, societies and schools of New South Wales as well as Anglican clergy lists for all other states in Australia. Including significant amounts of biographical information on those who held office in the Anglican church at this period of time. These directories are a great tool for those interested in Australia's religious history or for those with Anglican ancestors". – Back cover

**Years**: 1881-1920  
**Computer**: 2  
**Box**: 1  
**QCFS 283.99441**
Sydney Morning Herald birth, marriage, death & funeral notices 1831-1853
This CD-ROM contains over 23,000 name entries from index cards. "The Index Cards shown were compiled by Sainty & Johnson from every Notice of Births, Marriages, Deaths & Funerals in every edition of the Sydney Morning Herald from 18 April 1831 (the first day it was published) to 30 September 1853. Particular care was taken to find missing copies of editions missing from the NSW State Library set of the SMH. The cards were published by Library of Australian History in bookform in 1972"--Verso cover.

Computer: 3  
Box: 1  
QCFS 079.9441 2002

Sydney street directory c1943 (Gregorys)
This CD-ROM contains high quality scanned images of the original book. "This volume is a facsimile of the 11th edition, published around 1943. Showing 96 clearly marked maps, there are over 15,000 streets named, as well as tram and train lines, municipal boundaries, parks and reserves and other distinctive features. There are indexes to wharves and lessees, yacht clubs, bays and reserves, real estate agents, hospitals and of course the streets" -- Cover.

Computer: 2  
Box: 14  
QCFS 912.9441 2008

Sydneyites as we see 'em, 1913-14-15
This CD-ROM contains highly scanned images of the original booklet. It is a representative selection of people from the political, professional, financial, commercial and sporting arenas between 1913 and 1915. For each person it includes a portrait with cartoon embellishments and a brief biography.

Computer: 4  
Box: 13  
QCFS 741.599441 2010

Tingha Cemetery transcriptions 1990: & Tingha Cemetery & district burials (no headstones) 1873-1999
This CD-ROM includes a cemetery plan, some images and obituaries.

Computer: 3  
Box: 33  
QCFS 929.5099444 2007

Unassisted arrivals (NSW) index 1842-1856 and Ships & masters to Sydney index 1842-1856  
/ compiled by Aileen Trinder & Pat Fearnley
Unassisted arrivals (NSW) index 1842-1856 lists 166,851 entries for Sydney arrivals. It is compiled from three State Records N.S.W. sources: Reports of vessels arrived 1842-56, Passengers arriving at Sydney 1846, and Shipping Masters Office (Passengers arriving) 1854-56; and is supplemented by over 25,000 additional names from the 'Sydney Morning Herald' Shipping Intelligence columns. The list was then compared with the arrivals in the 'Shipping Gazette and Sydney General Trade List', a weekly publication reproducing shipping information as, on occasion, an arrival was omitted from one or other of the sources. All name variants are noted. It includes the name of any regiment noted plus any deaths on board. Ships & masters to Sydney index 1842-1856 lists all of the ship arrivals (14,278 entries) with a separate list of the masters with name variations. It also lists 56 ships arriving from German departure points.

Computer: 4  
Box: 28  
QCFS 929.3944 2006
Unassisted arrivals to Sydney (NSW) index 1842-1857
This index lists name, age, arrival date, status, departure ports, including foreign, coastal and interstate and any other information such as nationality, description, occupation and any additional information from the original source.

Computer: 2
Box: 21
QCFS 929.30944 2009

Wamberal General Cemetery photographic collection and unmarked graves
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions, digital photographs of every headstone together with a listing of unmarked graves.

Computer: 4
Box: 32
QCFS 929.509944 2005

Waverley & South Head general cemeteries transcriptions / compiled by the Society of Australian Genealogists
Waverley & South Head general cemeteries are located in the eastern suburbs of Sydney, and are the most significant burial sites in that area. South Head General Cemetery opened in 1869 and Waverley in 1877. Both are still in use and over 56,000 transcriptions compiled by SAG volunteers up to 2002 are included on the CD-ROM. The CD-ROM can be searched by surname, forename, inscription or year of burial and each entry shows the complete transcription and grave location. Maps are included to help researchers locate specific graves.

Computer: 3
Box: 31
QCFS 929.509441 2005

Windsor & Richmond Gazette newspaper index
There are 4 CD-ROMs covering the years 1901 to 1920. The 1901 to 1905 index contains over 5900 entries; 1906 to 1910 contains over 6000 entries; 1911 to 1915 contains over 5500 entries; and 1916 to 1920 contains over 5900 entries. They detail references to Anniversaries, Benefits, Births, Deaths, Estates, Funerals, Headstones, Inquests, In Memoriam, Legal, Marriages, Memorial Services, Obituaries, Poems, Probates and Return Thanks and much more.

Years: 1901-1920
Computer: 3
Boxes: 29
QCFS 929.39442 2003-

Wingham Chronicle newspaper index
There are 2 CD-ROMs covering 1886-1908 and 1911-1920. The 1886 to 1908 Index to births, deaths marriages, inquests, obituaries, probates etc., contains over 3700 entries and the 1911 to 1920 Index contains over 4100 entries. They detail references to Anniversaries, Benefits, Births, Deaths, Estates, Funerals, Headstones, Inquests, In Memoriam, Legal, Marriages, Memorial Services, Obituaries, Poems, Probates and Return Thanks and much more.

Years: 1886-1908, 1911-1920
Computer: 3
Box: 29
QCFS 929.39442 2003
Wives and children of convicts: musters and other papers for NSW 1825 -1840 / Central Coast Family History Society
It contains an index to the wives of convicts and female convicts with accompanying children included in the "Musters and Other Papers", 1825 - 1840, for New South Wales. This index is not a complete listing of all names mentioned within the "Musters and Other Papers" of the New South Wales Records (2/8241 to 2/8282 and reels 2417 to 2428).

Computer: 3
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 200-

Wollongong General Cemetery transcriptions and burials
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions and register listings in alphabetical order as well as in site order. It also contains a site map of the cemetery.

Computer: 3
Box: 33
QCFS 929.5099446 2010

Wollongong Municipal Council, assessment rolls, 1868, 1869, 1870
This CD-ROM contains transcriptions from the originals rolls and includes an index.

Computer: 4
Box: 29
QCFS 929.39446 2010

Yewen’s directory of the landholders of New South Wales (1900)
This was the first effort at providing a complete directory of landowners in New South Wales. The directory is divided into approximately 1,900 postal localities that have been grouped under 87 larger districts. It is an extensive guide to over 70,000 landholders throughout NSW, by district and postal address. The 600 page directory, including most text in the ads, is searchable.

Computer: 4
Box: 20
QCFS 919.944 2004
Historical indexes of the Canberra/Queanbeyan district / edited by Patricia M. Frei

The historical indexes of the Canberra/Queanbeyan district are divided into four volumes on four CD-ROMs: Vol. 1 Bungendore and Michelago NSW, Vol. 2 Council & court records, Queanbeyan NSW, Vol. 3 Land and other records and Vol. 4 Parish registers and burial records. The collection is attributed to the teacher, archivist and historian, Errol Lea-Scarlett, who compiled these records for his own research purposes during the 1960s–1970s. Therefore, the material incorporated in these volumes is incomplete and all information should be verified with the appropriate primary sources.

Computer: 4
Box: 28
QCFS 929.3944 2006